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Non—Containment of lí in Projective Tensor
Products of Banach Spaces
3. C. DIAZ

ABSTRACT. Two properties on projective tensor products are introduced and
bríefly studied. We apply them no give sufficient conditions to assure the noncontainment of 1 in a projective tensor producí of Banach spaces.

Our notation is standard and we refer dic reader to [3]. Let E and F be
Banach spaces. L (E. F) and V<’E, F) denote respectively the Banacb spaces of
bounded (linear) operators and of fully complete operators (i.e. those
operators sending weakly convergent sequences into norm convergent ones)
frorn Eto F. Recalí that every compact operator frorn Eto Fis fully complete
and tite converse holds whenever Elias no copy of jI <cf. [3,17.1, and 17.7]).
E®F denotes the projeetive tensor product of E and F. As usual, we make
the canonical identification of tbe dual space (E®F)’ with the Banach spaces
L(E, E) and L(F, E).
Let (xn)n and <y4, denote sequences in tite Banach spaces E and E
respectively. Wc consider the following properties on E®F:
(a)

(Xn ®Yn)n

is weakly nuil whenever (x,.J,, and (y,.» are weakly nuiL

(a’)

(Xn 0Yn)n

Iv weakly nuil ~f<’x4,,Iv weakly nuil and (y,4, Iv weak-Cauchy.

(b)

(x,, ®yJ, Lv weakly nuil

<1 (x..J,,

is weakly nuil and (y,,» is bounded.

Note that the property (b) is not symmetric, e.g. P ®c0 enjoys (b) and
1 does not do it as can be easily checked.
co®1
Tite following result summarizes sorne basic facts on (a), (a’) and (b).
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1.

Proposition: Leí E and E be Banach spaces and cons¡der ¡he

follow¡ng asserhons:
(1)

L(E,F3=V(E,F’).

(Iv)

E®F has ¡he proper¡y ‘(it).

(iii)

E®F has ¡he propeny (a’).

(iv)

E®F has ¡he proper¡y (a).

Then one has (he chain of implica uions (i)~(ii)

(¡n)~(iv).

Moreover

(iii) éso (U) whenever F has no copy of /l•
Proof. (ii)—e(i). Assurne thai titere is a continuous linear mapping f
frorn Einto E’ which does not belong to V(E, E’). Titen, there isa weakly nulí
sequence, say Cx,.», such that (f(x,J» does not converge to O in norm. By
taking a subsequence u it is necessary, we can choose a bounded sequence
(YJn in E such thai
<Yn,f(Xn,»=<XnQYn,f>=4

so contradicting

(u).

(iv)—e(iii) follows by a standard argument (e.g. see LI, Theorem 1. (e)—.
(d)]). Ji E has no copy of /1, titen (ji) follows from (iii) by using tite celebrated
Rosentita¡’s l1-theorern ([4]). Tite rernaining irnplications are straigittforward.
m
Wc use (a) and (it) to give a characterization of tite classical DunfordPettis and Sehur properties. Wc first recalí tite definitions: (D-P) A
Banacit space E is said io have ihe Dunford-Pettis property provided
hm < x~, xt> = O whenever (xJt, is weakly nuil in E and (g» is weakly nulí
in E’. (5) We say thai a Banach space E has tite Seitur property ji weak
Cauchy sequences in E are norm convergent.
2.

Proposition: Leí E be a Banach space. Thefohlowing are equivalení:

(i)

E®E’ has ¡he proper¡y (a).

(u)

E has ¡he Dunford-Peuis proper¡y.

(iii)

E®F has ¡he properíy (a)for every Banach space E.

(iv)

E®F has ¡he propeny (a)for every reflexive Banach space F.

Proof. (i)—..«ii). Take Cx,,» and (x~),, weakly nulí sequences in E and E’
respectively. We denote by ‘E~ ihe identity map of E’ and set (<x,, x~, > )n =
=(<xfl,!E’
(X~j>)n=(<xn®fl,Ir>)n
witich isa nuil sequence by (a).
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(ji) — (iii). Let (x,jt, and (y,j~ weakly nulí sequences in E and F
respectiveiy and take any fe L(F, E’), then (f(yt,))t, is weakly nulí in E’
itence (<xt,®y,,f>)t,=(<xt,,f(yn)>)t, converges to O. Thus (xn®ynt, i~
weakly nulí.
It is clear titat (iii) implies (i) and (iv). we ftnish tite proof by sitowing tbat
(iv) implies (u). Indeed, by (iv) and by Proposition 1 it follows that
L(E. F)= V(E, F) mr every refíexive Banach space E. Titus every weakly
compact operator from E into any Banach space X is fuiiy complete (use [3,
17.2.9]) and titis already implies titat E has the Dunford-Pettis property ([1,
Theorern 1. (a)]).
Wc omit tite proof of our next result since it is quite similar to tite aboye
one.
3.

Proposition.

Leí Ebe a Banach space. Thefollowing are equivalení:

(1)

E® E’ has ¡he properiy (b),

(it)

E has ¡he Schur properly,

(iii)

E® F has ¡he properly (b) for every Banach space E,

Wc are now ready to provide sufficient conditions for tite noncontainnient of 11 in a projective tensor product of Banach spaces. Recalí that
a subset A of a Banach space E is said to be weakly conditionally co¡npact
(wcc) if every sequence in A has a weak-Cauchy subsequence. From
Rosentital’s Theorem, E does not contain a copy of fi ji and only it ah
bounded sets of E are wcc. So tite next lernma is the key to our rnain result.
4. Lemma. Leí E and E be Banach spaces and leí A and Rbe wcc seis
in E and F respectively. Titen r (A ®B) Iv wcc whenever EQE has ¡he
properly (a).
Proof. According to tite results of [5] it is enough to show titat A ®B is
wcc. Indeed, let (xn®Yn)n be any sequence in A®B. By passing to
subsequences wc assume that (Xn),, and (y,jt, are weak-Cauchy. Wc are done
u we show that (xn®Y4, is weak-Cauchy. Indeed, in other case titere wouid
be e>O, fe L(E, E’) and a sequence n1 <n2’C..., sucit that

However, we can set
<Xnk®YnkXnk+iQYnk+i,f>=<(XnkXnk+i)®Ynk,f>+
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and these sequences are nuil by (a’) (recalí that (a’)4=~(a)). This contradiction
establisites our assertion. u
Tite titeorem below is our main result. It itas been independently obtained
by G. Emrnanuele [2, Titeorern 15], and it was already proved in [6, 4.4] under
the additional itypotheses that E’ itas tite Radon-Nikodym property and tite
approximation property.
5. Theorem. Le E and F be Ranach spaces which do noz contain a
copy of 1’ and such thai EQF has (he propeny (a). Titen E® F does no’
coníain a copy of /I•
Proof.

it readily follows by Lemrna 4. u

í titank Prof. Bombal for useful conversations and for tite reference [2].
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